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Learn how to train your dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. This manual is
the Department of Defense’s principle source of information on care, conditioning, and training
of our nation’s Military Working Dogs – such as “Cairo,” the canine who served in the raid that
killed Bin Laden. From basics, such as “HEEL” and “STAY” to negotiating obstacle courses, to
tracking, searching, and even attacking . . . this manual shows readers how our military trains
their dogs to be the best trained canines in the world. Contents include: * Veterinary Training
Priorities * Principles of Conditioning and Behavior Modification * Patrol Dog Training * Clear
Signals Training Method * Deferred Final Response * Detector Dog Training Validation * The
Military Working Dog (WMD Program)  * Facilities and Equipment  * And more…  

About the AuthorThe U.S. Air Force is the executive agency for the Department of Defense
Military Working Dog Program. The 341st Training Squadron, Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas, operates this program. They provide trained Military Working Dogs, handlers,
trainers and kennel masters for the Department of Defense and other government agencies.
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Team Dog: How to Train Your Dog--the Navy SEAL Way Training Your German Shepherd Dog
(Training Your Dog Series) The Koehler Method of Guard Dog Training; An Effective &
Authoritative Guide for Selecting, Training & Maintaining Dogs in Home Protection, Plant
Security, Police, & Military Work Navy SEAL Dogs: My Tale of Training Canines for Combat
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Liam DaGrey, “Good book. You can download this for free But you should have your own coffee”

Ville Räsänen, “Book was worth the price. Book covered basics on allmost everything I wanted
to know on working dog training. A lot of subjects here! I haven-t even scratched the medical
part wich seems allmost half of the book and missing on allmost every other dog training book.
When I come back to check something It's sometimes hard to find/locate, for me the table of
context is little miss leading/weirdly organized but that's a minor. It even includes some problem
solving! On that note, If there was more of that with variety of scenarios and topics on how
military exercises the dogs and maybe exambles of a day of mwd and or handlers It would be 5
star book, but also it would easily be 1000 pages more so... To this day this is the best all around
dog training guide I've found. There was also not much, if at all on tracking training if I recall
correctly, but for that I find other help/books anyway. Book gives good idea on Basic structure on
training a dog.”

alexdana edwards, “The best dog training book ever. I have never written a review before but this
book warrants a review because it is so much better than any other dog training/care book I have
ever read( and as a certified dog trainer, I have read and studied dozens). This book has
EVERYTHING any person needs to care for and train any dog but particularly a high drive dog
like the Malinois. I feel like now I can throw ALL the other dog books away and just read this
one!!! A superb, fantastic, well written book with clear step by step instructions on not only how
to train but also detailed information about why the particular training works so well. This is book
is absolutely required for any dog owner or trainer; it is absolutely necessary for any serious dog
lover. How the military produced this kind of superb writing is incomprehensible; but they did
and every dog lover should be very, very thankful.”

Karen Scholl, Ms, “and I wish I had a training center like these dogs do. I have a Chessie...and I
wish I had a training center like these dogs do...she would excel. She can jump 8 ft straight
up...like a spring...no climbing just up she goes. She can chase deer just like them...hop, hop
and fly and nip the buck in the rump...in the front. If she sees that she missed corraling some
up...she does a pivot 6 ft in the air...a 180 degree and get the 3 that she missed. She runs like a
thoroughbred race horse...front legs straight out...not bent and all power in her rear legs...I am
amazed when I watch her do that ground eating stride...she is beautiful. I have tried some of
these exercises...and I wish that the county would develop one for public...and charge a fee.
One time the K-9 dogs had a training area here...and I used it with my Lab...but they have moved
it to Ft. Worth...so I am told. Chesapeakes are working dogs...and she loves to work hard. Thank
you.”

SISU Yooper, “Interesting Tips and Tricks!. Being retired military and owning a Belgian Malinois



this book provided some good insight. Not all of it will apply obviously, but its good to have
regardless.”

sheila Wichmann, “Good book for serious experienced trainers. I thought the book was concise
and well written. I liked the medical info, it was a bonus. I am often out in areas that are not near
a veterinarian. On the training end the book could have more detailed information for people like
me who don't have any expertise in advanced training. But it is written for people who already
have more experience than I do. I enjoyed going over the training parts, even if I will never use
them.  The only one of my dogs with the personality for work like this is 13 inches tall and 27 lbs!”

Brian, “Anyone that owns a dog should read this. I really appreciated this book. I had a trainer tell
me about it and I read it in a few days. The first aid part is good info to know for sure. But they go
in depth about training methods that you can mix and match to fit your dog's learning style. Very
helpful.”

Mr Q Appy, “Detailed File. Pretty complete it seems and outlines plenty of seemingly good
theory.  Thanks”

Atta Kwakwa, “Four Stars. Good buy”

Ces, “Military canine manual. Great training book”

SUMAN DEB, “Buy now. Excellent”

The book by Jan Allegretti has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 390 people have provided feedback.
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